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Studio One Media Commences Production of
MyStudio Interactive Recording Studios
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Studio One Media, Inc. (SOMD) announced today that it has commenced production of its first
five (5) MyStudio® interactive recording studios. The studios are being manufactured by
Advanced Integration Technologies (“AIT”) of Chandler, Arizona, www.aitint.com. Studio One
expects to install the studios in strategic locations in Arizona, California, Nevada and New York
in the third quarter of 2008. The installations will coincide with the commencement of monthly
industry sponsored music, modeling and comedy contests which will be available exclusively to
users of MyStudio.
“We are pleased to have reached the manufacturing and deployment phase in our Company’s
history,” stated Larry Ryckman, CEO of subsidiary Studio One Entertainment, Inc. “After a
significant engineering and development effort and extensive testing of our prototype, Studio
One is now in a position to begin production of commercial studios. Shortly after the deployment
of the first five studios, we expect to follow with a national rollout of studios in all 50 states.”

About Studio One Media, Inc.
Studio One Media, Inc., is a Scottsdale, Arizona based company that has developed MyStudio®, a self
contained, state of the art, high definition (HD) interactive audio/video recording studio designed for
installation in shopping malls and other high traffic areas. MyStudio offers groundbreaking HD audio and
video quality from a proprietary (20 patents pending), stand alone recording studio. MyStudio and its
accompanying website, www.mystudio.net, uniquely incorporates the best elements of some the world’s
leading internet and entertainment properties: the video sharing of YouTube, the social networking
capabilities of MySpace and Facebook and talent based contests made popular by American Idol, in a
single entertainment venue.

MyStudio enables a user, for a fee, to record an HD video with a quality, ease and convenience never
before available to the general public. MyStudio can be used to create videos for music, modeling,
comedy, dating, job resume, auditions and personal messages and greetings. Users can also enter their
videos into monthly industry sponsored music, modeling and comedy contests. Using Hollywood-style
green screen technology, MyStudio offers users hundreds of HD virtual backgrounds in which to create
their video. Every user receives a DVD of their session onsite and their video is automatically uploaded to
the MyStudio website which offers video sharing and member profile pages in a social networking
environment.
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